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*The Irish Hunter, the Irish Sport Horse without foreign blood and the Traditional Irish Horse are one and the same breed.

Over 2000 years  
of equine sporting history

1100 BC
The Celtic Horse

The Celtic Horse/Hobby is bred by crossing stallions of the 
subspecies, Equus Caballus Pumpelli, shipped from the Eastern 

Mediterranean, with mares of the subspecies Equus Caballus 
Caballus, from the Iberian peninsula. This is the worlds’ earliest 

known large-scale equine outcrossing experiment.

500 BC
The Irish Hobby
The Celtic Horse/Hobby arrives in Ireland and is crossed 
with native Irish horses; a superior breed, the Irish Hobby, is 
developed and used for racing and light military work . 
The Irish Hobby becomes world famous for its’ speed and 
agility. It is exported worldwide and used to improve and found 
other breeds including the Thoroughbred.

1700
The Irish Hunter*

As the Irish Hobby becomes extinct, the Irish Hunter is 
developed using Irish Hobby, Irish Draught, Connemara Pony 

and Thoroughbred genetics.

1974
The Irish Sport Horse*
The Irish Sport Horse studbook is established to register the 
Irish Hunter which now becomes known as the Irish Sport 
Horse.

2012
The Traditional Irish Horse*

The Traditional Irish Horse Association is formed to identify, 
conserve and improve the traditional Irish sport horse which 

comprised the original Irish Sport Horse breed from 1974-1982 
and was known as the Irish Hunter for the previous 300 years. 

It is named the Traditional Irish Horse (TIH).
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The Original Irish Sport Horse 
A Traditional Irish Horse (TIH) is bred by breeding TIH to TIH, or by crossing Thoroughbred, Irish Draught or Connemara with another of 
these three breeds or with TIH.

The Traditional Irish Horse (TIH) is the original Irish Sport Horse with no foreign blood. This breed was developed over 200 years ago 
using native Irish breeds and was called the Irish Hunter until 1974 when the Irish Sport Horse studbook was established. Today we have 
a base of around 3,000 TIH mares who are often bred to TIH stallions to breed showjumpers, eventers, amateur and leisure horses. The 
Thoroughbred, Irish Draught and Connemara have always contributed genetics to the TIH and any cross of these three breeds with each 
other or with TIH is also accepted as a TIH. TIH’s are registered as Irish Sport Horses and designated as Traditional Irish Horses in their 
passports and as Traditional Irish Horse Category on IHR Online.

The Traditional Irish Horse (TIH) is part of Ireland’s rich heritage and culture.  Over the centuries, Irish horsemanship skills have fuelled the 
sporting excellence of an Irish national treasure; the famous Traditional Irish Horse.

The Traditional Irish Horse is as broad in their appeal as they are diverse in their abilities.  In terms of disciplines such as show jumping, 
hunting, eventing and dressage, their versatility as a breed  means their temperament, bravery, stamina, speed and their athleticism at elite 
and amateur levels offers buyers and owners of TIH’s an exceptional equine partner for performance or pleasure.

Welcome to the  
Traditional Irish Horse



The Traditional Irish Field Hunter     

Worldwide Ireland is known for its exceptional hunting horses and the demand for quality Irish Hunters is stronger than ever.  The natural 
rugged landscape, ditches and stone walls  established Ireland in having some of the best hunting ground in the world along with the best 
of Hunters.    Hunting in Ireland is a tradition that goes back to ancient times which firmly places the TIH Hunter as a much sought after and 
coveted mount.   The quality TIH Hunter’s reputation to this day stands proud as  the breed of choice for this pursuit in the field and show ring. 
The TIH Hunters bravery, balance, stamina, temperament and gallop makes them the ideal choice as a hunting partner. 

The Versatile  
Traditional Irish Horse

The Traditional Irish Show Hunter
The TIH Show Hunter can be divided into three sections lightweight, 
middleweight and heavyweight. The Show season in Ireland and the 
UK is rich in the heritage of the classic Irish horse.  They are bred and 
produced to be quality animals with substance, excellent conformation 
and movement so that they can carry adults at a full gallop across 
open countryside.  The TIH Show Hunter is sure footed, clean limbed 
with an open and steady gallop, is forward going and well mannered.  

The Traditional Irish Working Hunter 

The Traditional Irish Working Hunter is renowned for intelligence, 
power and movement.  The TIH working hunter has good jumping 
ability, good conformation and temperament and is judged 
accordingly.  The TIH working hunter is a powerful horse, keen and 
careful, stylish and obedient. Both TIH Show and Working Hunters 
are magnificent horses with a rich history and unique bloodlines who 
continue to be in the ribbons nationally and internationally. 



The Traditional Irish Performance Show Jumper
The Traditional Irish Horse as a show jumper placed Ireland on the global map as Land of the Horse and as a leading competition horse. 
The decades of selective breeding of the famous Irish Draught bloodlines with thoroughbred and Connemara produces a truly unique and 
exceptional equine athlete with brain, bravery, stamina  and athleticism that excels and competes at international levels. 

The Traditional Irish Horse jumps with exceptional technique and bravery as opposed to scope.  As a breed they mature more slowly but with 
the the advantage of improvement which leads to longevity within their sporting careers.  

Famous Irish Show jumpers have lit up arenas throughout the decades as Irish Horses continue to capture their audience’s hearts whilst winning 
at the highest level. In showjumping, Traditional  Irish Sport Horses such as Boomerang, Flo Jo, Cruising and more recently, Flexible, Ardcolum 
Duke and Hallowberry Cruise to name but a few.

Famous, Noble and Brave



The Traditional Irish 
Performance Eventer 
The Traditional Irish Eventer is sought out by 
international buyers who seek the Traditional 
Irish bloodlines which have shaped, 
dominated and excelled in the  sport of 
Eventing. The TIH contribution to the sport 
of Eventing is immense.  Ireland’s prominent 
position and reputation as a world leading 
producer of top eventers is primarily due to 
the the ongoing and continued success of the 
TIH.  The TIH eventer’s unique characteristics 
combine stamina, courage and athleticism, 
longevity and heart which allows them to 
perform at the very highest of levels. 

In 2012 Mr Medicott ISH (TIH) took the 
number one position in the individual event 
horse rankings and  in the same year was 
awarded the title United States Eventing 
Association (USEA) Horse of the Year.  In 
2012 upon retirement Lenamore ISH (TIH) 
was the highest British Eventing point 
earner.  Other leading eventers include High 
Kingdom, Bay My Hero and Kilronan to name 
but a few.  

In the USA Eventing Hall of fame, McKinlaigh 
ISH (TIH) has most recently been inducted. 
This is a prestigious recognition of which  
only 11 horses in total are honoured, 8 of 
which are Traditional Irish Horses.  

With a reputation for heart, stamina and 
courage the TIH Eventer has taken first place 
at Rolex four times since becoming an CCI4* 
event in Kentucky.  In 2001, USA’s David 
O’Connor won the event riding the Glen Bar 
ISH (TIH) sired gelding Giltedge ISH (TIH).

Phillip Dutton road Connaught four times in 
the Rolex Kentucky CCI4*, finishing within 
the top 10 each time.  Originally named 
Ballysimon’s Best, Connaught is by the Irish 
Sport Horse sire Ballysimon and out of 
Bromehill Rogue ISH (TIH), by Royal Rogue 
(TB). The 1993 gelding was bred in County 
Clare by Michael Kelly.

In 2007, Clayton Fredericks (AUS) and Ben 
Along Time ISH (TIH) emerged victorious, 
narrowly beating another Irish Sport Horse, 
Connaught ISH (TIH), who finished in second.

In 2014 British event rider William Fox-Pitt 
swept to victory on the Traditional Irish Sport 
Horse Bay My Hero, bred by Bryan Maguire 
from Ballycanew in Co Wexford. Breeding: 
Cult Hero x Tomgar Power Crest x King of 
Diamonds. 

The Traditional Irish Eventer is a horse 
worth seeking out; not only genetic gold but 
eventing gold. 

Not only genetic gold 
but eventing gold...



The Traditional Irish Horse - Amateur & Leisure 

The Traditional Irish Horse (TIH) is loved worldwide for its wonderful temperament, trainability and rideabillty.  A horse ridden for pleasure or 
competition, the versatility that the Traditional Irish Horse offers is vast.  The TIH ensures that their rider can compete at various levels and be 
multi disciplined. One of their unique characteristics is known in the equine community as having a fifth leg, meaning  the Irish Horse always 
looks out for its rider and can get you safely out of tricky situations.  The TIH champions are all that could be expected from many horses 
in one.  From a quiet hack, to a hunter trial, from jumping 1.10m tracks to a one day event and from a dressage test to a gallop across open 
country.  The Traditional Irish horse can do it all and that’s why this breed is so unique and unrivalled.

The TIHA
Who We Are
The forerunner to the Traditional Irish Horse Association was the “Traditional Irish Horse Breeding Society of Ireland”.  In 2012 the Traditional 
Irish Horse Association (TIHA ) was founded by the present National Council. The Association was established as a Company limited by 
guarantee and has also achieved Charitable Status. 

The Traditional Irish Horse Association is concerned that the herd of Traditional Irish horses was in serious decline.. This is evidenced in the 
mare lines.  It has created the sense of urgency for TIHA. to prioritise a comprehensive breeding and development plan. 

The Association seeks to address and improve aspects of the breeding, production and promotion of the Traditional Irish Horse.The TIHA. based 
on its research concluded that this continued loss of bloodlines would have a negative and long term impact economically, and culturally for 
Ireland and it’s equestrian industry and heritage.  By collaborating with over 600 TIHA members throughout Ireland, the TIHA has become the 
voice for the Traditional Irish Horse. Its future now greatly depends on this association - it’s passion and advocacy to conserve, promote and 
develop the classic Traditional Irish horse in order to secure its future.

Our Mission
The Traditional Irish Horse Association’s mission is for the preservation, promotion and conservation of Traditional Irish Horses of merit .  To 
ensure the unique Traditional Irish Horse  continues to remain part of the elite and amateur global equestrian community and for the skills of of 
breeding in Ireland to continue  as an integral part of our most important rural traditions.  The Association will continue to work for its members 
for better outcomes and be a centre of excellence for The Traditional Irish Horse world wide.

The TIH can do it all



Traditional Irish Horse Association
c/o Ms. Joan Bateman
Thornberry House, Curraghchase, Adare, Co. Limerick, Ireland

Tel: +353 (0)87 246 7826
Email: info@traditionalirishhorse.com

To buy a Traditional Irish Horse
visit our website www.tiha.com
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Versatile, Famous, Noble & Brave


